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Ⅰ. Introduction
ENTERSIX GLOBAL is a platform that issues ETS coins and allows games and auctions
on Metaverse(virtual reality) with coins.
"Coins that can give birth to golden eggs".
The rapid increase in the number of cryptocurrency users and transactions in recent
years explains the popularity of cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency growth and potential are
demanding application and expansion in daily life related to this and are expected to
contribute to the popularization of the cryptocurrency market. In response to this trend,
ENTERSIX GLOBAL is looking for ways to enjoy games and auctions on Metaverse with
coins by issuing ETS Coins.
ENTERSIX GLOBAL headquarters is located in Mont Kiara, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(Please refer to the bottom for the detailed address)
* Registered address: 27-4-1, Block G, Jalan 3/101C, Cheras Business Centre, 56100
Cheras WP Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
* NO.21 02, JALAN MOLEK 3/10, TAMAN MOLEK, 81100 JOHOR BAHRU JOHOR
MALAYSIA

Ⅱ. Main Services
Ⅱ.1. ETS Coin Issuance
- ENTERSIX GLOBAL issued ETS Coin
- Put ETS Coin in BOX and P2P
- Profit from P2P transaction
- 5% margin on sale in 3 days
- 15% of the sales amount is paid to ETS Coin (wallet accumulation)
- Acquired a patent for indirect advertisement of virtual reality (Metaverse) with ETS
Coin and received an international patent
- Used for 'Car Racing' - 50% of the fee will be incinerated
- Used for an 'Auction' - 50% of the fee will be incinerated
- Used for 'Baccarat and 10 other games' - 50% of the fee will be incinerated (Started
in November)

Ⅱ.2. ETS Automobile Competition
- Car Racing with ETS Coins
- 50% of the fee will be incinerated
- Achieved patent for indirect advertisement for virtual reality

Ⅱ.3. ETS Game
- A game to enjoy with ETS Coins
- 50% of the fee will be incinerated
- Baccarat and other 10 games - Brief introduction
①BACARA
After the dealer deals with the player and the banker card according to the baccarat
rule, the one who close to 9 wins by comparing the sum of the card numbers.
②GABABO
It's a game that you choose one of the rock, paper, scissors to decide the winner.
③HERO
It's a game that you control the pad in the lower left with a mouse and hit the enemy
with missiles.
④AIR FIGHTER
It's a game that you control an airplane with a mouse and avoid missiles to hit the
enemy.
⑤HONEY DROP
It's a game that you control bees with a mouse and click on the desired location to hit
honey drop in the honey jar.
⑥PUNCH
It's a game that you break a box with a punch by controlling a keyboard arrow key.
⑦SPEEDY FISH
It's a game that you avoid fishing lines by controlling fish with keyboard keys.
⑧STAR
It's a game that you move the bar with your mouse and control the ball to hit the
star.
⑨SLOT
It's a game that you set the amounts to bet and match the same numbers or pictures.

Ⅱ.4. ETS Auction
- Increasingly interested in Auction Antiques
- Sotheby's Busan plans to raise 1 trillion(KRW) in project costs to create a Theme
World that applies advanced digital technologies such as VR, AR, and Metaverse.
- 50% of the fee will be incinerated

- Art collection that can enjoy through ETS

Ⅲ. Conclusion
ENTERSIX GLOBAL will issue ETS Coins and actively implement them in various fields
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